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Abstract
We study the performance of a quantumOtto cycle using a harmonic workmedium and undergoing
collisional dynamics withfinite-size reservoirs.We span the dynamical regimes of thework strokes
from strongly non-adiabatic to quasi-static conditions, and address the effects that non-Markovianity
of the open-system dynamics of theworkmedium can have on the efficiency of the thermalmachine.
While such efficiency never surpasses the classical upper bound valid forfinite-time stochastic
engines, the behaviour of the engine shows clear-cut effects induced by both thefiniteness of the
evolution time, and thememory-bearing character of the system-environment evolution.

1. Introduction

The study of work- and heat-exchanges at the quantum scale [1–3] is paving theway to the understanding of how
quantumfluctuations influence the energetics of non-equilibriumquantumprocesses. In turn, such
fundamental progress is expected to have significant repercussions on the design and functioning of quantum
heatmachines [4–9].

Such devices thus play the role of workhorses for the explorations of the potential advantages stemming
from the exploitation of quantum resources for thermodynamic applications at the nano-scale [10, 11].
Theoreticalmodels ofmicroscopic heat engines based on the use of workingmedium comprising two-level
systems [12] or quantumharmonic oscillators [13] have been introduced. Such designs appear increasingly close
to grasp in light of the recent progresses in the experimentalmanagement of (so far classical) thermal engines
using individual particles [14, 15] ormechanical systems [16–18].

Is it possible to pinpoint genuine signatures of quantumbehaviour that influence the thermodynamics of a
system inways that could never be produced by a classicalmechanism [19]?Howwould quantummechanics
enhance the performance of a quantum thermal engine beyond anything achievable classically [20–25]?Do
coherences in the energy eigenbasis [26–29] or non-thermal reservoirs [30–32], such as those employing
squeezing [33, 34], represent exploitable (quantum) thermodynamic resources? The questionwhether quantum
non-Markovianitymay constitute an exploitable thermodynamic resource is also object of intense studies: in
[35] it is shown that quantumheatmachines equivalence, valid in the limit of small actions, can be extended to
the non-Markovian regime; in [36, 37]non-Markovianity is shown to enhancework extraction by erasure,
exploiting system-environment correlations when the thermodynamic cycle duration is below the reservoir
memory time; in [38] the thermodynamics of interactionwith non-Markovian reservoirs is analized, confirming
thatwork extraction can be enhanced by non-Markovian reservoirs, but also showing that, once aminimum
cost for nonMarkovianity is taken into account, the second law retains its validity, and that anOtto cycle with
non-Markovian reservoirs can bemapped to aCarnot cycle withMarkovian reservoirs.

In this paper, we contribute to the ongoing quest for the formulation of a fully quantum framework for
thermodynamics by studying the finite-time performance of a heat engine operating anOtto cycle whose
workingmedium is a quantumharmonic oscillator. Hot and cold environments aremodelled via a collections of
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spin-1/2 particles (figure 1). Thework strokes of the cycle are implemented via parametric changes of the
frequency of the harmonic oscillator, while heat exchanges result from collisional dynamics with the
environments thatmay allow formemory effects [39]. The significant flexibility and richness of dynamical
conditions of collisionalmodels is perfectly suited to the exploration of non-Markovian dynamics in awide
range of conditions [40–47]. The scope of our study is twofold: on the one hand, we investigate work
transformations of controlled yet variable duration, spanning thewhole range from an infinitely slow (and thus
adiabatic) transformations, to the opposite extreme of a sudden quench.On the other hand, by including intra-
environment interactions, we allow for the emergence ofmemory effects and thus non-Markovianity in the
dynamics of the engine.We investigate numerically the behaviour of the engine and its performance in the two
cross-overs from adiabaticity to sudden quench, and fromMarkovianity to non-Markovianity.We aim at
identifying the optimal trade-off between efficiency and speed, and the role and impact ofmemory effects on the
engine performance.

Among the results reported in this paper is the demonstration that the efficiency of the device always
decreases aswe approach the sudden-quench regime, and the quantification of an optimal time at which the
power output ismaximum.We complement these results with a study of the irreversibility asmeasured by the
irreversible work. Intra-environment interactions, in turn, seem to have no effect on the long-time engine
performance. However, they affect the transient of the evolution of the engine by lowering the efficiency of the
heat-transfer process—at least in the case when the both the engine and the environment particles are initialized
in a thermal state. In no casewe observe a performance exceeding the classical bounds, which is in agreement
with the result reported in [19].We do observe however a strong connection between the detection of non-
Markovianity and the coherences in the initial engine state. Finally, the analysis of the behaviour of themachine
at different temperatures allowed us to single out the parameter regime inwhich it behaves as a refrigerator
rather then a thermal engine.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces ourmodel for heat engine,
describing how thework and heat transformations are realized. Section 3 presents the results of our quantitative
analysis, while in section 4we draw our conclusions.

2. The enginemodel

We study amodel of heat engine operating according to anOtto cycle, whoseworkingmedium is a quantum
harmonic oscillator governed by theHamiltonian

w
= +( ) ( ) ( )H t

p

m

m t x

2 2
. 1s

2 2 2

Figure 1. (a)We study an engine performing anOtto cycle with a quantumharmonic oscillator as theworkingmedium,which in turn
interacts with two environments composed of spin-1/2 particles with energy spacingωc andωh respectively.Work is done on/by the
oscillator by changing the frequency of its potential between the two extremesωc andωh, while in isolation from the environments
(see section 2.2). Heat is exchangedwith the latter through collisions with the spin-1/2 particles (see section 2.3). Additional intra-
environment interactions allow the environments to keepmemory of past interactions with the engine. (b)As its classical version, the
cycle is composed by four strokes: two isentropic (strokes 1 and 3), where work is performed on or by the engine, and two (strokes 2
and 4), duringwhich heat is exchangedwith the reservoirs. In ourmodel, the control parameter is the oscillator frequencyω, whose
changes play the role of an effectivemodification in volume in the classical version of the engine. Therefore, strokes 2 and 4 are
analogous to isochoric transformations. On the vertical axis, we report the average internal energy of the oscillator á ñH , which
quantifies the energy exchanges resulting from the four strokes.
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The subscript ‘s’ stands for ‘system’ as wemay regard the engine as ourmain systemof interest. TheOtto cycle
consists of twowork strokes and two heat strokes. Thework strokes are implemented by changing the frequency
ω of the harmonic potential. The hot and cold environments aremodelled as a collection of spin-1/2 particles
withHamiltonian

w s w= > = ( )( )H e c h
1

2
, 0, , 2e

n
e e n

z
e,

for the nth particle. The subscript h (c) labels a particle in a hot (cold) reservoir. Theworkingmedium interacts
with them through a collisionalmodel, similar to the one employed in [44]. The details of these dynamical
processes, pictured in figure 1, are outlined in following Subsections.

2.1.Details of the cycle operation and thermodynamics of the process
Wenowoutline the protocol throughwhich theOtto cycle is implemented, and the thermodynamic quantities
that will be central to our analysis.We start with the internal energy of theworkingmedium

r≔ [ ] ( )E HTr . 3s s

The second quantity of relevance is thework done on/by the engine during awork-producing stroke. As no heat
is exchanged in one of such strokes, the difference between the values of the internal energy of the engine at the
initial and final points of the stroke quantifies the exchangedwork.We thus have

-≔ ( )( ) ( )W E E , 4k k
in fin

where k=1, 3 identifies thework-producing strokes. Inwhat follows, we use the usual convention thatW>0
whenwork is performed by the engine. This is also in agreement with a definition of the average exchangedwork
based on the so-called two-projective-measurement approach [48].

Similarly to the above considerations, nowork is exchanged during a heat-exchanging stroke, so that the
difference between the values of the internal energy of the engine at the initial and final points of the stroke
provides an estimate of the exchanged heat Q. Therefore

-≔ ( )( ) ( )Q E E , 5k k
fin in

whereQ>0 if it is absorbed by theworkmedium, and k=2, 4 is the label for the heat-producing strokes. An
engine-environment interaction that conserves the total energy (such as the one illustrated in section 2.3), is a
physically sound description of a heat transfer process, as it is well suited to describe the heat exchange as aflow
of energy fromone system (engine or environment) to the other.Moreover, it is consistent with amore general
definition of the exchanged heat as the difference of the environment internal energy.

The environmental particles are assumed to be all prepared in a single-particle thermal state,

r =
b
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with b = ( )k T1e B e the inverse temperature of the =e c h, environment (here kB is the Boltzmann constant).
We have also assumed the hierarchy of temperatures <T Tc h. Theworkingmedium is assumed to be initialized
in a thermal state at initial temperatureTs such that < <T T Tc s h.With reference tofigure 1, ourOtto cycle is
implementedwith the following steps:

Stroke 1–CompressionWe let the initial internal energy of theworkingmediumbeE0. The oscillator frequency is
changed from wc to wh in isolation from any environment. Thefinal energy isE1 and thework done on the
medium is = - <W E E 0in 0 1 .

Stroke 2a–Contact with hot environmentThe engine interacts with a hot-environment particle and the final
internal energy isE2. The engine absorbs the heat = - >Q E E 0in 2 1 .

Stroke 2b–Intra-environment interactionThe intra-environment interactionsmay propagate somememory of
themedium’s state across the environment, and feed it back at a later stage. This step has no direct effect on
the thermodynamics of the engine.

Stroke 3–ExpansionThe frequency of the oscillator is changed from wh back to wc in isolation from any
environment. Thefinal energy isE3 and thework performed by the engine is = - >W E E 0out 2 3 .

Stroke 4a–Contact with cold environmentThe engine interacts with a cold-environment particle and the final
internal energy isE4. The engine has transferred an amount of heat = - <Q E E 0out 4 3 to the
environment.

Stroke 4b–Intra-environment interactionThis stroke is similar to stroke 2b.
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Thefinal state of themediumbecomes the initial state of a new cycle and the steps are iterated, involving new
environmental particles. The dynamics thus proceeds through discrete time steps, each of thembeing a full
iteration of theOtto cycle. At the end of each cycle, we compute the power output of a cycle, and its efficiency. By
denotingwith  the total duration of one cycle, the power output is = +( )P W Win out , while the efficiency
reads h = +( )W W Qin out in.We ignore any decoherence channel affecting the oscillator or the spins by
claiming that the overall evolution takes place in a time that is shorter than the smallest time-scale set by such
mechanisms.

Let us define as nk (k=0,K,4) the average occupation number at the beginning (k= 0) and after step k�1
of the protocol, such that w= +( )E n1 2k e k , with w w=e c w w=[ ]e h at the beginning and after strokes 3 and
4 [1 and 2]. Using (3)–(5), we have

h
w
w

=
- + -

-
= -

-
-

( )
( )

( )E E E E

E E

n n

n n
1 . 7c
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2 3 0 1
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If thework transformations are performed adiabatically, the populations remain unchanged and n1=n0 and
n2=n3. The theoretical efficiency thus reads h w w= -1 c hth , irrespectively of the details of the heat
exchanges.

2.2.Work transformations
Thework strokes are implemented through a unitary transformation on the engine alone, isolated from the cold
or hot environment. A theoretical description of such processes was developed in [49] and further extended in
[48]. In the following, we summarise the key steps of such approaches, which represent the basis for our
implementation of thework strokes.

Wewish tofind awave-functionψ(x, t) satisfying the Schrödinger equation

 y y¶ =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t H t x ti , , 8t s

within the time interval [0, τ], withω(0)=ω1 andω(τ)=ω2. In the following,ω1 andω2 will be either wc or wh

depending onwhichwork transformation is being performed. TheHamiltonian in (1) can bewritten, at any
fixed time t, as

w= +( ) ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )†H t t a t a t1 2 , 9s

where the operators
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and =( ) [ ( )]† †a t a t depend explicitly on time. From (9), we obtain the instantaneous eigenvalues
w= +( )( ( ))E t n t1 2n

t and thewave-function f ( )xn
t of its eigenvectors, which are just a slight generalization

of the solutions for the time-independent quantumharmonic oscillator. Explicitly
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whereHn(z) is the nthHermite polynomial of argument z. The superscript t aims at reminding that there plays
just the role of a label. (8) admits solutions satisfying theGaussian ansatz

y = + +( ) [ ( ) ] ( )x t Ax Bx C, exp i 2 2 , 122

where the time-dependence is hidden in the coefficientsA(t),B(t),C(t). By inserting this formula into (8), we
obtain the systemof differential equations

w= - - ( ) ( )A
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Equation (13) can bemapped into the equation ofmotion of a classical time-dependent oscillator with
amplitudeX(t), through the substitution = ˙A mX X . Explicitly

w+ =( ) ( )X

t
t X

d

d
0. 16

2

2
2

Once a parameterization is chosen forω(t), all the unknown coefficients can be found by direct integration. In
[48] it is shown that by choosing the parameterization
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w w w w t= + -( ) ( ) ( )t t , 172
2
2

1
2

2
2

an analytic solution to such problem can be found.We refer to thementioned reference for the full expression.
Another key result is the expression of the propagator [49]
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where nowX(t) andY(t) are two specific solutions of (16) satisfying the boundary conditions

= =
= =

( ) ˙ ( )
( ) ˙ ( ) ( )

X X

Y Y

0 0, 0 1,

0 1, 0 0. 19

With the propagator t( ∣ )U x x, , 00 , we nowhave all the tools to describe the effect of thework transformationω1

→ω2 (for arbitrary values ofω1,2) on themedium’s state ρ(x, y; t).We have

ò
r

r t t r t=

( )

( ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( ∣ ) ( )†

x y

x y U x x x y U y y x y
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One further step is required, with the aimofmaking the above transformation amenable to numerical
treatment, namely the expansion of both the densitymatrix ρ and the propagator on the basis given by the
eigenfunctions in (11). Let us define

r f r f= á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )t t , 21mn m
t

n
t

f t f= á ñt ∣ ( )∣ ( )U U , 0 , 22mn m n
0

wherewe omitted the position dependencies since they are integrated over in the scalar products. It should be
stressed that theUmn elements are computed by taking scalar products with two different sets of eigenfunctions,
the effect ofU(τ,0) being precisely that of implementing the transformation fromoneHamiltonian to another.
Equation (20) then becomes

år r t r=( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†U U0 0 . 23mn kl
mn

km mn nl

The transition probabilities from the initial to the final eigenstates are readily obtained as =t ∣ ∣P Um n mn,
2. In

[49] an expression for their generating function
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is provided as
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Remarkably, the above expression depends on the details of the parametrizationω(t) only through the factorQ*,
whose expression for themost general transformation is [48]

*
w w t t w t t

w w
=

+ + +( ( ) ˙ ( ) ) ( ( ) ˙ ( ) ) ( )Q
X X Y Y

2
. 271

2
2
2 2 2

2
2 2 2

1 2

Wehave *Q 1 (Q* increasingly greater than 1) for t  ¥ (τ→0), as shown infigure 2.
The following special cases are of particular interest:

• No transformation is performed,ω2=ω1. It can be shown that the propagator in (18) becomes the identity
operator and thus t d= -( ∣ ) ( )U x x x x, , 00 0 . Thematrix elements in (22) areUmn=δmn, as the initial and
final eigenbases coincide.

• Sudden quench, t  0. Also in this case t d -( ∣ ) ( )U x x x x, , 00 0 , because the transformation is so quick
that the densitymatrix is left unchanged. Itsmatrix elements ρmn, however, undergo a unitary change of basis
through thematrix f f= á ñ∣( ) ( )Umn m n

2 1 , where the superscripts refer to the frequenciesω1,ω2.

• Adiabatic transformation, t  ¥. The initial eigenstates aremapped one-to-one to the final ones, infinitely
slowly, up to a phase factor. The propagator becomes t f f= å ñáj t( ) ∣ ∣U , 0 en n n

i 0n , and thus d=∣ ∣Umn mn
2 .
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Fromnowon, wewill denote the duration τ of thework transformations by tw.

2.3.Heat exchanges: collisionalmodel
Let us now introduce themedium-environment and intra-environment interactions, which are implemented
through a collisionalmodel.We assume that eachmedium-environment event takes place through the unitary
interaction of the oscillator with a single environmental particle at a time. This is whatwe refer to as a collision.
We also assume that theworkingmediumnever interacts twice with the same environmental particle: after each
collision, themedium interacts with a fresh environmental particle. The unitary = =t- ( )V e c he ,H

se
i

se se

throughwhich the interaction takes place is generated by the resonant excitation-conservingHamiltonian

s s= ++ -( ) ( )†H J a a , 28e ese

where J is the coupling constant and tse the interaction time. These parameters are assumed to be the same for
both the cold and hot environment.

Asmentioned in section 2.1,when a collision occurs, the frequencyof theworkingmediummatches exactly
that of the environmental particle it is interactingwith. In themost basic,memoryless implementationof such a
model, only one particle per environment is retained at any time. Indicating by ,s c andh theHilbert spaces
of theworkingmedium, a cold and ahot particle respectively, the totalHilbert space is   = Ä Äc s h.
With reference tofigure 1(a), suppose theworkingmedium is in state rs at the beginning of iterationnof the cycle,

and interactswith thenth coldparticle initially in state r( )
c
n according to the scheme

 r r r r r r rÄ Ä  = Ä Ä Ä Ä˜ ( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) †V V , 29c
n

s h
n

csh sc h c
n

s h
n

sc h

where h is the identitymatrix in the hot particle’sHilbert space4. After the interaction, we take the reduced
states r r=˜ [ ˜ ]Trs c h csh, and r r=˜ [ ˜ ]( ) Trc

n
s h csh, and use them to compute the thermodynamic quantities introduced

in section 2.1. Particle r( )
c
n is then discarded and a newone r +( )

c
n 1 is included in themodel in its place.

We now take a step further and introduce intra-environment collisions, thus allowing the environments to
carry overmemory of past interactions with themedium, and thus allowing for possible non-Markovian effects
to take place.We thuswish to consider two particles per environment, at any given time. In order to do so, we
need to extend theHilbert spaceweworkwith to     = Ä Ä Ä Äc b c a s h a h b, , , , , where the additional
subscript a stands for thefirst (hot or cold) environmental particle interactingwith the engine, and b stands for
the second one, that is particles n and n+1 in our example. Before we trace it away, the nth environmental
particle undergoes a further collisionwith particle n+1. Such collision occurs according to the propagator

= t-V eee
Hee ee

i
withHee theHeisenbergHamiltonian

s s s s s s= + + =+ + +( ) ( ) ( )H J ee cc hh, , . 30ee ee n n n n n n
x

1
x y

1
y z

1
z

Wehave introduced the coupling constant Jcc ( )Jhh and interaction time tcc t( )hh for the cold (hot) environment.
As discussed in [41, 44, 50], the interaction acts effectively as a partial swap, exchanging the states of the two
particles with probability t( )Jsin 2 ee ee

2 . In particular, a perfect swap is achieved for t p=J 4ee ee .

Figure 2.Deviation from the adiabatic regime, as captured by theQ* factor (27), as a function of thework stroke duration τ, for
ω1=1 andω2=4. The straight green line represents the limit * =Q 1 for t  ¥.

4
Here, and onlywithin this section, we use the letter n as superscript to label the particle withwhich the engine interacts, and not the

excitation number of the harmonic oscillator, as in therest of the article.
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Continuingwith our example, after the application ofVsc andVcc, theworkingmedium and +( )n 1 th

environmental particle will be, in general, in a correlated state, whichwe dub r +˜ ( )
sc

n 1 . This occurs even if they did
not interact directly yet. After tracing away the (cold) nth environmental particle, shifting particle n+1 from
position (c,b) to (c,a) in theHilbert space, and including a newparticle—the +( )n 2 th—at position (c,b), the
global state can bewritten as r r r rÄ Ä Ä+ + +˜( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

c
n

sc
n

h
n

h
n2 1 1 .

This completes the description of one full heat stroke. The device is now ready for the next stroke, whichwill
be awork one. The interactions between theworkingmedium and the hot environment, and between particles
pertaining to the hot environment itself, would occur in exactly the sameway. Therefore, at the end of a full
cycle, composed of all the steps of section 2.1, the global state reads r r rÄ Ä+ + +˜( ) ( ) ( )

c
n

sch
n

h
n2 1 2 .More details on

thismodel of system-environment interaction can be found in [44].
Finally, the total cycle duration is  t t= +( )2 sew , taking into account only the steps inwhich the engine is

directly involved and assuming the intra-environment interactions to occur at the same time as thework strokes.

3. Results

Wepresent here the results on the engine performance and the possible influence of non-Markovianity on its
operations. First, we study the degree of non-Markovianity ensuing from the engine dynamics and its
dependence on intra-environment interactions.We then investigate the crossover from adiabatic to sudden
work strokes in the purelyMarkovian regime, focusing on issues of irreversibility. Finally we address the
performance of the engine, highlighting an interesting transition from a thermalmachine to a refrigerator.

Inwhat follows, unless otherwise stated, we use units such that ÿ=kB=1, and take = = =J J J 1cc hh ,
whichwe can dowithout affecting the generality of our results. The temperatures of the environments are

=T 0.1c and =T 10h , giving aCarnot efficiency of 0.99 and aCurzon-Ahlborn efficiency of 0.9 as theoretical
upper bounds. The engine is initialized in a thermal state at =T 0.5s unless otherwise stated.While the choice of
initial temperature is onlymarginally relevant, the initial absence of coherence in the energy eigenbasis impacts
significantly the behaviour of the engine.

We chose amoderate interaction strength between theworkingmedium and the environments ( t =J 0.3se ),
so that the heat exchanged per cycle remains small yet non negligible compared to thework being performed.
The values of the environmental frequencies are w = 1c and w = 4h , which are such that thework being
performed is significant and the adiabatic regime (t  +¥w ) is approximatedwell at t = 16w and verywell at
t = 32w . The gap between wh and wc is nontheless big enough that, in the sudden quench regime, theQ* factor
is appreciably different from1 (in fact surpassing 2, as it can be seen from figure 2). The theoretical efficiency in
the adiabatic case is thus h = 0.75th . Inwhat follows, we choose the the eigenbasis ñ ñ{∣ ∣ }0 , 1 of theHamiltonian
w s 2e e

z to represent the states of the environments.
As the initial temperatureTs is low, the initial populations decay quite fast, becoming negligible (below

machine precision) above the 20th energy level of the oscillator. Therefore, inmost of the simulationswe could
safely truncate the computational space at level 30, checking that thematrices representing the unitariesU V, se,
andVee in the truncated space remain approximately unitary, and all states have unit trace.We performed tests
extending the Fock space up to level 50 to confirm that the results that we report herewere not appreciably
different than those obtained using the stated computational space.

3.1. Non-Markovianity of the engine dynamics
Recently, the issue of non-Markovianity of quantumdynamics has received considerable attention aimed at
characterizing the phenomenology of non-Markovian open-systemdynamics through general tools of broad
applicability. Such efforts are based on the formal assessment of the various facets withwhich non-Markovianity
ismanifested.

One of such approaches, introduced in [51, 52], is based on the concept of information backflow. Let us
introduce the trace distance between two states [53]

r r r r- ( ) ≔ ( )D , , 311 2
1

2 1 2

where =  †A A ATr is the trace-1 normof operatorA, and ρ1,2 are two densitymatrices of the systemunder
scrutiny. The trace distance is ametric in the space of densitymatrices, closely related to their distinguishability:
a value ofD(ρ1, ρ2)=1 implies perfect distinguishability.

Any completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP)map is a contraction for the trace distance. This is the key
idea for the quantification of non-Markovianity based on information backflow:Markovianmaps cannot
increase the distinguishability of any two given states. If, however, one canfind a pair of initial states and a time t
for which contractivity is violated, thus resulting in
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this is held as a signature of non-Markovianity in the dynamics. Such criterion can be used to build a quantitative
measure as [51], the degree of non-Markovianity

 ò s
r r S+

≔ ( ) ( )
{ }

t tmax d , 33
,1 2

whereΣ+ is the timewindowwhereσ(t)>0, andwe shouldmaximize over the choice of initial states. To
observe hownon-Markovianity appears during the time-evolution, a useful quantity is the total backflowof
information from time t0 up to time t

ò s
r r S =

=
¢ ¢

+
¢

¢

( ) ≔ ( ) ( )
{ }

B t t tmax d , 34
t t

t t

, ,1 2 0

closely related to the degree of non-Markovianity since  = +¥( )B .
Whilefinding the optimal pair of initial states is in general challenging, the task is often simplified owing to

the result reported in [54], where it is proven that the optimal statesmust be orthogonal and belonging to the
boundary of the state space. In our case, however, the state of the engine is represented by a very largeHermitian
matrix and themaximization is an extremely demanding task.We thus heuristically choose a pair of pure
orthogonal states y ñ∣ test , guided by the analogywith the spin-1/2 particle case inwhich often the optimal pair is
ñ = ñ  ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )0 1 2 [41, 44].We thus consider

y ñ =
ñ  ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )0 10

2
, 35test

aswe found that pure states in the form ñ  ñ(∣ ∣ )n0 2 , which have a high degree of coherence in the energy
eigenbasis, appear to be effective in the establishment of lower bounds to the non-Markovianitymeasure, thus
providing a valuable insight on the non-Markovian character of the dynamics. Needless to say, such lower bound
would quantitatively depend on the actual choice of state ñ∣n . However, this is immaterial for our goals, as we
only aimed at identifying an instance of initial pair of states for which the contractivity of the trace distance is
violated.

Figure 3 presents the behaviour of  against the intra-environment interaction strength and time in the
case of adiabatic work strokes. The non-Markovian behaviour is intrinsically a property of the dynamics during
the transient to stationary state. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of the total internal coherence of the engine,
quantified by [55]

 å r
¹

≔ ∣ ∣ ( ). 36
i j

ij

The coherence in the stationary state settles to a quite small value, irrespective of the initial state.
Furthermore, themore non-Markovian the dynamics, the longer coherences survive. This ismost likely a direct
consequence of the fact that the interactionwith environments inducing non-Markovian dynamics slows down
the approach to the stationary state (see alsofigure 7). The inset offigure 4 shows the relation between

Figure 3. Information backflowB(t) (34) capturing the time evolution of the degree of non-Markovianity  (33), with intra-
environment interaction tJee ee increasing fromblue to red (bottom to top). Nearly adiabatic work strokes ( t =J 32w ). The pair of
pure initial states y ñ∣ test (35)was used to effectively detect non-Markovianity. Inset:final  against the intra-environment interaction
tJee ee . The dashed line is a guide for the eyes.
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non-Markovianity and the initial coherence present in the engine, when initialized in states

y a añ = ñ + ña∣ ∣ ∣ ( )cos 0 sin 10 37

and y ña
^∣ orthogonal to y ña∣ , withα=π /4×0.1m (m=0,1, ...,10). Note that the pair of states y ñ∣ test (35) is

obtained forα=π/4. The connection between the presence of coherence in the initial states and their
effectiveness in the revelation of non-Markovianity is very strong.

3.2. Performance of the engine
Figures 5 and 6 summarize the behaviour of the engine in theMarkovian regime, with no intra-environment
interactions, focusing on the crossover from adiabatic to sudden quenchwork strokes. A general feature we
always observe is that the dynamics of always ends up in a stationary cycle: after a certain number of iterations,
the densitymatrix of the engine keeps cycling through the same four states repeatedly and indefinitely, as it goes
through theOtto cycle. The stationary state depends on the parameters of themodel (frequencies and
temperatures of the environments) and is independent on the initial engine state, as well as on the system-
environment coupling, which only affects the pace at which the stationary cycle is reached.We can see that the
stationary cycle efficiency h¥ reaches the expected limit hth in the adiabatic case, and decreases aswe depart from
adiabaticity. The duration of thework strokes tw also affects the number of iterationsN∞ it takes for the engine
to reach the stationary regime, which grows aswe approach the sudden quench regime. This further indicates a
drop of the engine performance as wemove away from adiabaticity. The power output per single iteration P∞,
however, has amaximumaround t = 1w , since at that point the efficiency deviates only slightly from hth.

Figure 4.Time evolution of the coherence  in the densitymatrix of theworkingmedium (36), with intra-environment interaction
tJee ee increasing frombottom to top curve.We have taken a pure initial states y ñ∣ test . Thework strokes are nearly adiabatic owing to

the choice t =J 32w . Inset: non-Markovianity degree  against the coherence acos in the pair of initial states y yñ ña a
^∣ ∣, , defined in

(37), used to detect non-Markovianity. The intra-environment interaction is t p=J 0.65 4ee ee . The dashed line is a guide for the eyes.

Figure 5. (a)The blue dots show the stationary cycle efficiency h¥ against the dimensionless duration of the work stroke tJ w . The
dashed line is a guide for the eyes, the solid green line represents the theoretical adiabatic efficiency h w w= -1th c h. (b)We show the
dependence of the number of iterationsN∞ required to reach the stationary cycle on tJ w . The dashed line is a guide for the eyes, the
solid green line shows the value for t  ¥w .
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Figures 7 and 8 present the behaviour of the performance in themost general case of the engine operating
with non-adiabatic work strokes and non-Markovian environments. Non-Markovianity seems to always affect
negatively the performance, but it does somore pronouncedly aswe deviate from the adiabatic regime. In
particular, the efficiency in the adiabatic case ismostly independent of the non-Markovian character of the
dynamics, approaching in fact hth, while for smaller durations of thework strokes it dropsmore neatly as the
intra-environment interactions become stronger. The power output, therefore, decreases accordingly. The
relation between the phenomenology illustrated here and the interplay between coherence and non-
Markovianity deserves a quantitative assessment that goes beyond the scopes of this work.

3.3. Characterization of irreversibility
Wenowwish to investigate further the implications that the crossover from an adiabatic to a sudden-quench
transformation has in theMarkovian regime, focusing in particular on issues of thermodynamic irreversibility
[56–58]. At the core of a study on irreversible thermodynamical transformation is the concept of irreversible
entropy production and the closely related notion of irreversible work. The latter is the difference between the
actual averagework exchanged in a transformation, and the amount thatwould be exchanged if the process were
carried out in a reversible fashion. It is defined as

á ñ -á ñ - D = - á ñ - á ñ≔ ( ) ( )W W F W W , 38irr rev

Figure 6.Power output against the dimensionless duration of thework stroke tJ w . The dashed line is a guide for the eyes. The power
vanishes for t  ¥w , as the efficiency approaches the limit hth while the cycle duration grows as t~2 w . In the sudden quench limit,
instead, it approaches afinite value, being ηnon-zero for t  0w while the cycle duration is t~2 se.

Figure 7.Number of iterationsN∞needed to reach stationarity against the dimensionless intra-environment interaction time tJee ee

and for growing values (in units of the coupling strength) of the duration tw of the work strokes. The dashed lines are guides to the
eyes.
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whereΔF is the free-energy difference and á ñWrev is the average work in the adiabatic limit t  ¥w .With these
definitions at hand, and bearing inmind our sign-conventions, the irreversible work is positive for any
transformation occurring infinite-time. In the case of our thermodynamic cycle, this holds equally for both
kinds of work strokes: in the compression strokes, a positive irreversible workmeans thatmorework then in the
adiabatic case has to be performed by the external agent. In the expansion strokes, a positive irreversible work
means that thework performed by the engine is less then it could be achieved in the reversible case.We have thus
calculated the degree of irreversible work attained in both the expansion and compression strokes, and their
sum, as tw grows. The results valid forMarkovian dynamics are shown infigure 9.Notice the closeness of the
behaviour of á ñWirr with the behaviour of theQ* factor,figure 2, which is indicative of the crucial role that non-
adiabaticity plays in the generation of entropy. Apart from insignificant numerical discrepancies due to the
finiteness of the sample used for our numerical simulations , the irreversible work associatedwith the expansion
and compression stages display a similar trend, showing less irreversibility for amore pronounced adiabaitic
transformation.Needless to say, the condition t  ¥w corresponds to a perfectly reversible process with no
associated entropy production.

3.4. Temperature effects: from an engine to a refrigerator
All the results presented so farwere obtained for a fixed choice of the environmental temperatures.We now
explorewhat happens aswe change their respective ratio. A study of the consequences of different choices of this
ratio is particularly interesting: as the adiabatic efficiency reads h w w= -1 c hth , a choice of parameters such
that w w < T Tc h c h could result in a better-than-Carnot efficiency (whichwould be perfectly allowed in light of
the non-adiabatic nature of our cycles). This turns out not to be the case, although the ratioW Qh approaches
hth in the adiabatic limit for any choice of temperatures.We studied the behaviour of themachine for varying
Th—at a set value ofTc—and frequencies (see figure 10),finding that if w w < T Tc h c h, the character of the

Figure 8. Stationary cycle efficiency h¥ (a) and power output (b) against the intra-environment interaction tJee ee . The dashed lines are
guides for the eyes. The duration tw of thework strokes decreases from the blue to the red curve (top to bottom).

Figure 9. Irreversible work á ñWirr against the stroke duration τw (in units of J) (see (38)).We consider the contribution coming from
the compression and expansion stages, as well as the total irreversible work.
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machine changes from an engine to a refrigerator, as revealed by the switch of the sign of bothwork and
heatflows.

To gain a better understanding of such transition, we studied the evolution of the effective temperature of the
workingmedium, defined as the temperature that a quantumharmonic oscillator would have if prepared in a
thermal state having the same energy as theworkingmediumof our cycles. This leads us to the expression for the
effective temperature

w
w
w

=
+
-

-
⎜ ⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥ ( )T

E

E
ln

2

2
, 39eff

1

where E is the energy of theworkingmedium.Consider themachine at initial temperature T Ts c. In the
compression strokework is done on themedium, resulting in an increase of the internal energy and thus of the
effective temperature toT1. If >T Th 1, in the ensuing interactionwith the hot environment, some heat would
flow into the engine, causing the temperature to increase toT2>T1. The expansion stroke follows: the engine
performswork at the expense of its own internal energy and the effective temperature drops toT3, which is
smaller thenT1 but still higher thenTc, which causes heat to be dumped into the cold environment, which
completes a cycle.

If, however, the compression stroke results in >T Th1 , during the interactionwith the hot environment
energyflows from themachine to the environment rather than the otherway round. The effective temperature
of themedium thus drops toT2<T1. Now the expansion stroke occurs, duringwhich themachine loses energy
and decreases its temperature toT3. AsT3 ismost likely smaller thenTc, during the interactionwith the cold
reservoir themedium absorbs energy from it, thus completing a refrigeration cycle.

The transition from engine to refrigerator and the interplay between the various temperatures in the
adiabatic case are shown infigure 10.

4. Conclusions

In this workwe studied the out-of-equilibrium thermodynamics and performance of a quantumOtto cycle
employing a harmonic oscillator as workingmediumThe latter is put in interactionwith afinite-size
environment through a collisional dynamics thatmay allow formemory effects, and thus for the emergence of
non-Markovianity.We explored the crossover from adiabatic to sudden-quenchwork strokes and found that,
while departing from the adiabatic regime induces a drop in the efficiency, it is possible tofind an optimal
duration of thework strokes such that the power output ismaximized.

The departure from adiabaticity was further characterized through the study of irreversible work.We do not
observe better-than-classical performance, at least in the case when both the engine and the environmental
particles are initialized in thermal states. Signatures of non-Markovian dynamics are observed in the evolution of
theworkingmedium, and even though suchmemory effects do not impact the performance of the engine at the
steady state, they do affect the approach to stationarity, slowing it down.Non-Markovianity is however found to
be closely connectedwith the presence of initial coherences in the energy eigenbasis of the engine.

Figure 10.Temperature effects in the adiabatic andMarkovian regime. As T Th c drops below w wh c , the character of themachine
changes from engine to refrigerator, the latter being represented by the shaded area. Inset: the transition is explained by the dynamics
of the effective temperature of the workingmedium, in relationwith the temperatures of the environments.
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Finally, by studying the behaviour of the engine across a range of different temperatures, we singled out the
parameter regime inwhich themachine behaves as a refrigerator instead of an engine, and connected this
transitionwith the dynamics of the effective temperature of theworkingmedium.
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